CASA-Spain: Granada

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

The city of Granada is stunningly beautiful, with a Moorish legacy that can still be sensed as one ambles through its ancient streets, particularly those found in the oldest quarter, the Albayzin. The artistic wealth of the city, combined with its vast cultural heritage, has inspired renowned poets, playwrights, and musicians throughout the centuries.

CASA-Granada offers students unique programs at the University of Granada (UGR), one of Spain’s oldest and most prestigious institutions. Four study tracks can accommodate students from beginning level of Spanish to the most advanced level of Spanish language:

- Intensive Language: Students with no prior Spanish or beginner to low-intermediate levels of Spanish enroll in a semester of intensive Spanish classes at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM) that will dramatically advance their language learning. This track is exclusively language focused. Students at the intermediate levels of Spanish may also enroll in this program with the approval of their home institutions.
- Hispanic Studies: Students with high intermediate to advanced levels (HISP 0300-0500) of Spanish language proficiency take a full load of courses at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM). The semester course load includes conversation and composition classes, grammar classes and content classes in a wide array of subject areas. Classes are taught entirely in Spanish at the University of Granada’s Modern Language Center by highly qualified Spanish language teachers and UGR faculty members.
- University Studies: Students with high advanced levels of Spanish language proficiency, who have taken the equivalent of HISP 0600 or above, directly enroll in courses offered at the various schools of the University of Granada.
- Translation and Interpretation: Students with exceptional Spanish language skills directly enroll in a semester program of study at the University of Granada’s Faculty of Translation and Interpretation. This track prepares students for careers that require significant exposure to a second language.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing. Levels of proficiency required depend on academic level and program pursued.

New CASA Locations:

CASA-Brazil: Rio de Janeiro
(Lead institution: Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

As the second largest city in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro provides students with the opportunity to study in a lively and culturally diverse setting. Rio is considered one of the world’s most striking cities, situated between beaches on one side and a jutting mountain range on the other. In Rio, Brazil’s emotional and cultural center, life is varied, vibrant, and intense. Students in the CASA-Brazil Program directly enroll in courses at Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio). The first private institution of higher learning in Brazil, PUC-Rio enjoys a reputation as one of the top research universities in the country. CASA-Brazil students benefit from its rigorous curriculum and direct engagement with Brazilian students.

Requirements:
- Students who have completed Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent, may directly enroll in content courses taken alongside Brazilian students in all academic areas.

CASA-Ireland (Trinity College): Dublin
(Lead institution: Trinity College Dublin and Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

One of Europe’s oldest cities, Dublin is the cultural center and heart of Ireland. With its rich literary heritage, ancient buildings and modern architecture, and an energetic music scene and theater life, Dublin offers a vibrant mix of historic charm and cutting-edge culture. The past 20 years have seen Dublin transform itself into a modern, thriving, affluent capital. CASA-Ireland’s students will directly enroll in Trinity College Dublin, the oldest and most prestigious university in Ireland.

A key component of the CASA-Ireland program will be the award-winning Idea Translation Lab. The Idea Translation Lab is a cross-disciplinary, cutting-edge, undergraduate course stimulating the development of entrepreneurial, creative, and critical thinking skills through collaborative group projects. Students across disciplines will work in partnership to develop original ideas and projects with real-world applications.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing, with a minimum 3.3 GPA or higher.

CASA-Brazil: Rio de Janeiro
(Lead institution: Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year
The Consortium for Advanced Studies Abroad (CASA) brings together 11 leading world research universities devoted to the development of education abroad programs of the highest quality. CASA member institutions are Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Johns Hopkins University, Northwestern University, The University of Melbourne, The University of Pennsylvania, Trinity College Dublin and Vanderbilt University.

Applications for admission are encouraged and open to qualified students from the Consortium and visiting students outside of the CASA Consortium.

CASA-Argentina: Buenos Aires

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Buenos Aires, the capital and largest city in Argentina, is a cosmopolitan center known for its European flavor and sophisticated culture. Considered “the Paris of South America,” Buenos Aires has grown from a Spanish colonial capital founded in 1536 into a dynamic international city comprised of a complex system of neighborhoods, each with its own distinct flavor. CASA-Argentina provides students with the unique opportunity to immerse themselves in Argentinean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to four local universities:

- The Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA) is the largest university in Argentina and the highest-ranked public institution. The UBA is best known for its programs in philosophy and language and literature, in addition to its strong social science faculty. Its Faculty of Exact Sciences is home to one of Latin America’s most respected earth science departments. The Universidad Torcuato Di Tella hosts excellent professors in political science and international studies. Students concentrating in government will appreciate the unique opportunity to interact with some of the country’s leading academic experts.
- Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile currently offers study within 18 faculties: STEM-related courses, law, the arts and architecture. Universidad Diego Portales offers strong programs in economics, business, law, social sciences, the arts and communication. The Universidad de Chile (UCH) is the oldest university in the country and offers excellent options in science, technology, social sciences and the arts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Chile: Santiago

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Santiago, the capital of Chile, is located in Chile’s Central Valley, geographically equidistant from the Pacific Ocean and the Andes Mountains. The city’s rich history offers cultural and historic sites throughout its many different neighborhoods, from the 19th century neoclassical architecture and winding streets of the downtown area to the city’s Parque Forestal. CASA-Chile provides students with unique opportunities to immerse themselves in Chilean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to three local universities:

- Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile currently offers study within 18 faculties: STEM-related courses, law, the arts and architecture. Universidad Diego Portales offers strong programs in economics, business, law, social sciences, the arts and communication. The Universidad de Chile (UCH) is the oldest university in the country and offers excellent options in science, technology, social sciences and the arts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Cuba: Havana

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Havana, the capital city, was founded nearly 500 years ago, and due to its location, became a center of shipbuilding in the Caribbean and a strategic stopping point in the Spanish Colonial empire. Today it is a sprawling metropolis, home to two million residents and a mix of European, Latin and American influences. One of the longest running experiments in history, Cuba is at a critical crossroad. Cuba’s political and economic spheres have long been subjects of interest and debate providing fertile ground for exciting academic inquiry.

CASA-Cuba provides students with a unique opportunity to have direct enrollment access to Cuba’s leading institution of higher learning, the University of Havana, and to Casa de Las Américas, the Cuban government’s premier research institution on Caribbean and Latin American Studies, Cuban culture, and the arts. The program will challenge students to achieve critical understanding of the key issues facing Cuba today and enable them to interact with some of the country’s leading academic experts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Spain: Barcelona

(Lead Institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Long considered Spain’s most progressive city, Barcelona is proud of its well-established reputation as a center of political, social and cultural activism. This activism is not only apparent in its approach to intellectual life, but also in the visual arts and architecture. As a crossroad of Roman, Visigoth and Islamic civilizations, Barcelona is justifiably proud of its past. Students who wish to learn about the contemporary political, social, cultural, linguistic and economic challenges facing Spain and Europe will find Barcelona to be an ideal venue for study.

CASA-Barcelona partners with four distinguished local universities: the University of Barcelona (UB), the Autonomous University of Barcelona (AUB), the Polytechnical University of Catalonia (UPC), and the Pompeu Fabra University (UPF). These combined course offerings provide students with an array of opportunities in the humanities, social sciences, physical and natural sciences, art and architecture, and business.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA Summer Program

CASA also offers a summer program, allowing students to earn CASA credit in a range of disciplines. This summer’s CASA program at TCD will focus on Contemporary Global Politics with an internship in Dublin, Ireland.

Please view the OIP website at brown.edu/oip for further details.
The Consortium for Advanced Studies Abroad (CASA)

The Consortium for Advanced Studies Abroad (CASA) brings together 11 leading world research universities devoted to the development of education abroad programs of the highest quality. CASA member institutions are Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Johns Hopkins University, Northwestern University, The University of Melbourne, The University of Pennsylvania, Trinity College Dublin and Vanderbilt University.

Applications for admission are encouraged and open to qualified students from the Consortium and visiting students outside of the CASA Consortium.

CASA-Argentina: Buenos Aires

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Buenos Aires, the capital and largest city in Argentina, is a cosmopolitan center known for its European flavor and sophisticated culture. Considered “the Paris of South America,” Buenos Aires has grown from a Spanish colonial capital founded in 1536 into a dynamic international city comprised of a complex system of neighborhoods, each with its own distinct flavor. CASA-Argentina provides students with the unique opportunity to immerse themselves in Argentinean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to four local universities:

The Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA) is the largest university in Argentina and the highest-ranked public institution. The UBA is best known for its programs in philosophy and language and literature, in addition to its strong social science faculty. Its Faculty of Exact Sciences is home to one of Latin America’s most respected earth science departments. The Universidad Torcuato Di Tella hosts excellent professors in political science and international studies. Students concentrating in government will appreciate its courses offered in these subjects. Students interested in economics will also be well served at the Universidad de San Andrés, which specializes in business and economics. Students interested in the arts will find excellent courses at the Universidad Nacional de las Artes. Students may have the option to follow preselected study tracks or they may design their own course of study.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Chile: Santiago

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Santiago, the capital of Chile, is located in Chile’s Central Valley, geographically equidistant from the Pacific Ocean and the Andes Mountains. The city’s rich history offers cultural and historic sites throughout its many different neighborhoods, from the 19th century neoclassical architecture and winding streets of the downtown area to the city’s Parque Forestal. CASA-Chile provides students with unique opportunities to immerse themselves in Chilean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to three local universities:

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile currently offers study within 18 faculties: STEM-related courses, law, the arts and architecture. Universidad Diego Portales offers strong programs in economics, business, law, social sciences, the arts and communication. The Universidad de Chile (UCH) is the oldest university in the country and offers excellent options in science, technology, social sciences and the arts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Cuba: Havana

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Havana, the capital city, was founded nearly 500 years ago, and due to its location, became a center of shipbuilding in the Caribbean and a strategic stopping point in the Spanish Colonial empire. Today it is a sprawling metropolis, home to two million residents and a mix of European, Latin and American influences. One of the longest running experiments in history, Cuba is at a critical crossroad. Cuba’s political and economic spheres have long been subjects of interest and debate providing fertile ground for exciting academic inquiry.

CASA-Cuba provides students with a unique opportunity to have direct enrollment access to Cuba’s leading institution of higher learning, the University of Havana, and to Casa de Las Américas, the Cuban government’s premier research institution on Caribbean and Latin American Studies, Cuban culture, and the arts. The program will challenge students to achieve critical understanding of the key issues facing Cuba today and enable them to interact with some of the country’s leading academic experts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Spain: Barcelona

(Lead Institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Long considered Spain’s most progressive city, Barcelona is proud of its well-established reputation as a center of political, social and cultural activism. This activism is not only apparent in its approach to intellectual life, but also in the visual arts and architecture. As a crossroad of Roman, Visigoth and Islamic civilizations, Barcelona is justifiably proud of its past. Students who wish to learn about the contemporary political, social, cultural, linguistic and economic challenges facing Spain and Europe will find Barcelona to be an ideal venue for study.

CASA-Barcelona partners with four distinguished local universities: the University of Barcelona (UB), the Autonomous University of Barcelona (AUB), the Polytechnical University of Catalonia (UPC), and the Pompeu Fabra University (UPF). These combined course offerings provide students with an array of opportunities in the humanities, social sciences, physical and natural sciences, art and architecture, and business.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA Summer Program

CASA also offers a summer program, allowing students to earn CASA credit in a range of disciplines. This summer’s CASA program at TCD will focus on Contemporary Global Politics with an internship in Dublin, Ireland.

Please view the OIP website at brown.edu/oip for further details.
The Consortium for Advanced Studies Abroad (CASA)

The Consortium for Advanced Studies Abroad (CASA) brings together 11 leading world research universities devoted to the development of education abroad programs of the highest quality. CASA member institutions are Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Johns Hopkins University, Northwestern University, The University of Melbourne, The University of Pennsylvania, Trinity College Dublin and Vanderbilt University.

Applications for admission are encouraged and open to qualified students from the Consortium and visiting students outside of the CASA Consortium.

CASA-Argentina: Buenos Aires

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Buenos Aires, the capital and largest city in Argentina, is a cosmopolitan center known for its European flavor and sophisticated culture. Considered “the Paris of South America,” Buenos Aires has grown from a Spanish colonial capital founded in 1536 into a dynamic international city comprised of a complex system of neighborhoods, each with its own distinct flavor. CASA-Argentina provides students with the unique opportunity to immerse themselves in Argentinean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to four local universities:

The Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA) is the largest university in Argentina and the highest-ranked public institution. The UBA is best known for its programs in philosophy and language and literature, in addition to its strong social science faculty. Its Faculty of Exact Sciences is home to one of Latin America’s most respected earth science departments. The Universidad Torcuato Di Tella hosts excellent professors in political science and international studies. Students concentrating in government will appreciate its courses offered in these subjects. Students interested in economics will also be well served at the Universidad de San Andrés, which specializes in business and economics. Students interested in the arts will find excellent courses at the Universidad Nacional de las Artes. Students may have the option to follow pre-designed study tracks or they may design their own course of study.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Chile: Santiago

(Lead institution: Harvard University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Santiago, the capital of Chile, is located in Chile’s Central Valley, geographically equidistant from the Pacific Ocean and the Andes Mountains. The city’s rich history offers cultural and historic sites throughout its many different neighborhoods, from the 19th century neoclassical architecture and winding streets of the downtown area to the city’s Parque Forestal. CASA-Chile provides students with unique opportunities to immerse themselves in Chilean culture and Spanish language, while having direct enrollment access to three local universities:

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile currently offers study within 18 faculties: STEM-related courses, law, the arts and architecture. Universidad Diego Portales offers strong programs in economics, business, law, social sciences, the arts and communication. The Universidad de Chile (UCH) is the oldest university in the country and offers excellent options in science, technology, social sciences and the arts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Cuba: Havana

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Havana, the capital city, was founded nearly 500 years ago, and due to its location, became a center of shipbuilding in the Caribbean and a strategic stopping point in the Spanish Colonial empire. Today it is a sprawling metropolis, home to two million residents and a mix of European, Latin and American influences. One of the longest running experiments in history, Cuba is at a critical crossroad. Cuba’s political and economic spheres have long been subjects of interest and debate providing fertile ground for exciting academic inquiry.

CASA-Cuba provides students with a unique opportunity to have direct enrollment access to Cuba’s leading institution of higher learning, the University of Havana, and to Casa de Las Américas, the Cuban government’s premier research institution on Caribbean and Latin American Studies, Cuban culture, and the arts. The program will challenge students to achieve critical understanding of the key issues facing Cuba today and enable them to interact with some of the country’s leading academic experts.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA-Spain: Barcelona

(Lead Institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

Barcelona is justifiably proud of its past. Students who wish to learn about the contemporary political, social, cultural, linguistic and economic challenges facing Spain and Europe will find Barcelona to be an ideal venue for study.

CASA-Barcelona partners with four distinguished local universities: the University of Barcelona (UB), the Autonomous University of Barcelona (AUB), the Polytechnical University of Catalonia (UPC), and the Pompeu Fabra University (UPF). These combined course offerings provide students with an array of opportunities in the humanities, social sciences, physical and natural sciences, art and architecture, and business.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing and have completed Writing and Speaking Spanish/Spanish 0600 (sixth semester, college-level language) or the equivalent.

CASA Summer Program

CASA also offers a summer program, allowing students to earn CASA credit in a range of disciplines. This summer’s CASA program at TCD will focus on Contemporary Global Politics with an internship in Dublin, Ireland.

Please view the OIP website at brown.edu/oip for further details.
CASA-Spain: Granada
(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

The city of Granada is stunningly beautiful, with a Moorish legacy that can still be sensed as one ambles through its ancient streets, particularly those found in the oldest quarter, the Albaicín. The artistic wealth of the city, combined with its vast cultural heritage, has inspired renowned poets, playwrights and musicians throughout the centuries.

CASA-Granada offers students unique programs at the University of Granada (UGR), one of Spain’s oldest and most prestigious institutions. Four study tracks can accommodate students from beginning level of Spanish to the most advanced level of Spanish language:

- **Intensive Language**: Students with no prior Spanish or beginner to low-intermediate levels of Spanish enroll in a semester of intensive Spanish classes at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM) that will dramatically advance their language learning. This track is exclusively language focused. Students at the intermediate levels of Spanish may also enroll in this program with the approval of their home institutions.

- **Hispanic Studies**: Students with high-intermediate to advanced levels (HISP 0300-0500) of Spanish language proficiency take a full load of courses at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM). The semester course load includes conversation and composition classes, grammar classes and content classes in a wide array of subject areas. Classes are taught entirely in Spanish at the University of Granada’s Modern Language Center by highly qualified Spanish language teachers and UGR faculty members.

- **University Studies**: Students with high-advanced levels of Spanish language proficiency, who have taken the equivalent of HISP 0600 or above, directly enroll in courses offered at the various schools of the University of Granada.

- **Translation and Interpretation**: Students with exceptional Spanish language skills directly enroll in a semester program of study at the University of Granada’s Faculty of Translation and Interpretation. This track prepares students for careers that require significant exposure to a second language.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing. Levels of proficiency required depend on academic level and program pursued.

As the second largest city in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro provides students with the opportunity to study in a lively and culturally diverse setting. Rio is considered one of the world’s most striking cities, situated between beaches on one side and a jutting mountain range on the other. In Rio, Brazil’s emotional and cultural center, life is varied, vibrant and intense. Students in the CASA-Brazil Program directly enroll in courses at Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio). The first private institution of higher learning in Brazil, PUC-Rio enjoys a reputation as one of the top research universities in the country. CASA-Brazil students benefit from its rigorous curriculum and direct engagement with Brazilian students.

Students who have completed Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent, may directly enroll in content courses taken alongside Brazilian students in all academic areas.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing. Open to students who have completed a minimum of Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent.

CASA-Ireland (Trinity College): Dublin
(Lead institution: Trinity College Dublin and Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

One of Europe’s oldest cities, Dublin is the cultural center and heart of Ireland. With its rich literary heritage, ancient buildings and modern architecture, and an energetic music scene and theater life, Dublin offers a vibrant mix of historic charm and cutting-edge culture. The past 20 years have seen Dublin transform itself into a modern, thriving, affluent capital. CASA-Ireland’s students will directly enroll in Trinity College Dublin, the oldest and most prestigious university in Ireland.

A key component of the CASA-Ireland program will be the award-winning Idea Translation Lab. The Idea Translation Lab is a cross-disciplinary, cutting-edge, undergraduate course stimulating the development of entrepreneurial, creative and critical thinking skills through collaborative group projects. Students across disciplines will work in partnership to develop original ideas and projects with real world applications.

Students will complete their course loads by choosing three courses from the vast array of undergraduate courses available at TCD. With permission, one of these courses may be a selection of a graduate-level course.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing (a minimum 3.3 GPA or higher).

New CASA Locations:

CASA-Brazil: Rio de Janeiro
(Lead institution: Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

As the second largest city in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro provides students with the opportunity to study in a lively and culturally diverse setting. Rio is considered one of the world’s most striking cities, situated between beaches on one side and a jutting mountain range on the other. In Rio, Brazil’s emotional and cultural center, life is varied, vibrant and intense. Students in the CASA-Brazil Program directly enroll in courses at Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio). The first private institution of higher learning in Brazil, PUC-Rio enjoys a reputation as one of the top research universities in the country. CASA-Brazil students benefit from its rigorous curriculum and direct engagement with Brazilian students.

Students who have completed Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent, may directly enroll in content courses taken alongside Brazilian students in all academic areas.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing. Open to students who have completed a minimum of Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent.

CASA-Ireland (Trinity College): Dublin
(Lead institution: Trinity College Dublin and Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

One of Europe’s oldest cities, Dublin is the cultural center and heart of Ireland. With its rich literary heritage, ancient buildings and modern architecture, and an energetic music scene and theater life, Dublin offers a vibrant mix of historic charm and cutting-edge culture. The past 20 years have seen Dublin transform itself into a modern, thriving, affluent capital. CASA-Ireland’s students will directly enroll in Trinity College Dublin, the oldest and most prestigious university in Ireland.

A key component of the CASA-Ireland program will be the award-winning Idea Translation Lab. The Idea Translation Lab is a cross-disciplinary, cutting-edge, undergraduate course stimulating the development of entrepreneurial, creative and critical thinking skills through collaborative group projects. Students across disciplines will work in partnership to develop original ideas and projects with real world applications.

Students will complete their course loads by choosing three courses from the vast array of undergraduate courses available at TCD. With permission, one of these courses may be a selection of a graduate-level course.

Requirements:
- Students must be in good academic standing (a minimum 3.3 GPA or higher).
CASA-Spain: Granada

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Offered fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

The city of Granada is stunningly beautiful, with a Moorish legacy that can still be sensed as one ambles through its ancient streets, particularly those found in the oldest quarter, the Albacín. The artistic wealth of the city, combined with its vast cultural heritage, has inspired renowned poets, playwrights and musicians throughout the centuries.

CASA-Granada offers students unique programs at the University of Granada (UGR), one of Spain’s oldest and most prestigious institutions. Four study tracks can accommodate students from beginning level of Spanish to the most advanced level of Spanish language:

- **Intensive Language**: Students with no prior Spanish or beginner to low-intermediate levels of Spanish enroll in a semester of intensive Spanish classes at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM) that will dramatically advance their language learning. This track is exclusively language focused. Students at the intermediate levels of Spanish may also enroll in this program with the approval of their home institutions.

- **Hispanic Studies**: Students with high intermediate to advanced levels (HISP 0300-0500) of Spanish language proficiency take a full load of courses at the University of Granada’s Center for Modern Languages (CLM). The semester course load includes conversation and composition classes, grammar classes and content classes in a wide array of subject areas. Classes are taught entirely in Spanish at the University of Granada’s Modern Language Center by highly qualified Spanish language teachers and UGR faculty members.

- **University Studies**: Students with high-advanced levels of Spanish language proficiency, who have taken the equivalent of HISP 0600 or above, directly enroll in courses offered at the various schools of the University of Granada.

- **Translation and Interpretation**: Students with exceptional Spanish language skills directly enroll in a semester program of study at the University of Granada’s Faculty of Translation and Interpretation. This track prepares students for careers that require significant exposure to a second language.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing. Levels of proficiency required depend on academic level and program pursued.

CASA-Ireland (Trinity College): Dublin

(Lead institution: Trinity College Dublin and Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

One of Europe’s oldest cities, Dublin is the cultural center and heart of Ireland. With its rich literary heritage, ancient buildings and modern architecture, and an energetic music scene and theater life, Dublin offers a vibrant mix of historic charm and cutting-edge culture. The past 20 years have seen Dublin transform itself into a modern, thriving, affluent capital. CASA-Ireland’s students will directly enroll in Trinity College Dublin, the oldest and most prestigious university in Ireland.

A key component of the CASA-Ireland program will be the award-winning Idea Translation Lab. The Idea Translation Lab is a cross-disciplinary, cutting-edge, undergraduate course stimulating the development of entrepreneurial, creative and critical thinking skills through collaborative group projects. Students across disciplines will work in partnership to develop original ideas and projects with real world applications.

Requirements:
Students must be in good academic standing (a minimum 3.3 GPA or higher).

New CASA Locations:

CASA-Brazil: Rio de Janeiro

(Lead institution: Brown University)
Will offer fall semester, spring semester and full academic year

As the second largest city in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro provides students with the opportunity to study in a lively and culturally diverse setting. Rio is considered one of the world’s most striking cities, situated between beaches on one side and a jutting mountain range on the other. In Rio, Brazil’s emotional and cultural center, life is varied, vibrant and intense. Students in the CASA-Brazil Program directly enroll in courses at Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio). The first private institution of higher learning in Brazil, PUC-Rio enjoys a reputation as one of the top research universities in the country. CASA-Brazil students benefit from its rigorous curriculum and direct engagement with Brazilian students.

Requirements:
Students who have completed Portuguese 0400 (fourth semester, college-level language), or the equivalent, may directly enroll in content courses taken alongside Brazilian students in all academic areas.